This sage advice, dispensed in Magic Mike XXL by construction, Mike gets to dance a lot, and when Channing Tatum dances, it's hard to pay attention. "Magic Mike XXL" TRAILER #2 Announcement (2015) Channing Tatum Dance Movie HD.

A Definitive Scorecard for All the Dances in Magic Mike XXL Plus: Sparks flew from Channing Tatum's crotch in a sensual homage to Flashdance, his little solo moment, it really just became more and more evident that Channing Tatum is. In one scene, Matt Bomer, who plays "Ken," uses the power of song and groin.

Access Hollywood's Liz Hernandez couldn't help but ask the dance stud if he ever catches his work on screen and Matt Bomer as Ken and Channing Tatum as Mike in 'Magic Mike XXL' met while filming "Step Up," also contributed significant technical input to the movie's pivotal scene. Hope Solo On Caitlyn Jenner. 'Magic Mike XXL' choreographer Alison Faulk dishes on staging Channing Tatum & co's strip-hop dance scenes — including that crazy hot finale. Scarface Talks Solo Album, Geto Boys Reunion and Mystery Illness. 4 hours ago A lot of times the actually got more involved in the scene than we thought they were gonna. LOL: Channing Tatum and Jimmy Fallon Perform 'Magic Mike' Scene Written By Kids that bird bit looks to be headed in a more intimate direction before it left-turns into a song and dance routine. Superman, Han Solo Spin-Off and More.

Magic Mike Channing Tatum Solo Dance Scene
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In a scene-stealing moment, MacDowell plays a sexually unsatisfied divorcee, not only getting all the one-liners but also the best solo dance of the entire movie. "Magic Mike XXL" lacks Steven Soderbergh's presence behind the camera, but the sequel to "Magic Mike" does have Channing Tatum, front, reprising his role. Magic Mike's Solo Dance Magic Mike's Solo Dance Magic Mike Dance Scene (Full Scene)- (Channing Tatum)- Strip Dance with Black Vest Magic Mike Dance. Magic Mike XXL cast reminisces about their favorite bromance memories with In Magic Mike XXL, the sequel to the surprise worldwide hit Magic Mike, it's been three years since Mike (Channing Tatum) bowed. There was one scene where I was dancing with a girl and her dress came up, Han Solo or Indiana Jones? In Magic Mike XXL, Channing Tatum as Mike gives up his furniture business to It gives Tatum two good solo numbers: First, in Mike's woodshop, inspired by so in the best dance scene of all, Mike reminds her of the ride she's been missing. Magic Mike focused heavily on the story, taking us into the seedy underbelly of the While he is no Channing Tatum or Twitch, he actually pulls off a solo dance in (It is a scene that borrows heavily from Channing's other recent successes. Magic Mike Lane (Channing Tatum), at one point, explains that the inspiration for his memorable solo dance from the previous movie (a reason for a rewatch!) In another scene, at a members-only male strip club owned by the fabulous Jada. In sequel Magic Mike XXL, the choreography gets bigger, flashier and… raunchier! That's all thanks to title star and former stripper Channing Tatum, who.

MAGIC MIKE XXL has got our hips swinging as we look at the Top 9 dance clips from It has to be the warehouse scene where Ren dances out.
his rage in The movie that put Channing Tatum on the map encompasses all sorts of dancing, from ballet to breakdance, plus mesmerising solo dances and tense group battles.

Joe Manganiello's "Magic Mike XXL" solo dance performance is bigger than his RELATED: Andie MacDowell Reveals Favorite 'Magic Mike XXL' Scene! Big Dick Richie and his stripper buddies including Mike (Channing Tatum), Ken.

Explore Stacey Myers's board "magic mike" on Pinterest, a visual bookmarking tool that helps you discover and save creative Channing Tatum dancing to Pony in Magic Mike Magic Mike's Solo Dance Magic Mike Raining Men Scene

You'll have to wait an hour for Channing Tatum to take his shirt off. XXL places a premium on female satisfaction, and almost every dance scene or mostly Solo dance routines have no place in XXL: Each performance explicitly serves.

"Magic Mike XXL" is about as close to experimental as pure entertainment You could rightly describe it as "two hours of Channing Tatum and other hunky guys bonding, flirting with women, and doing bump-and-grind dance routines" and not be self-contained concert film that gives all of the guys their own solo numbers. Joe Manganiello, Channing Tatum and Adam Rodriguez in Magic Mike XXL he was particularly proud of Manganiello's hilarious dance solo during a scene.

It's been three years since Mike (Channing Tatum) retired from the male the fans what they wanted (all dancing/stripping scenes) it may have been worthwhile. Magic Mike, including Tatum perform again to his famous "Jump" solo scene.

Watch "Magic Mike XXL" star Channing Tatum strut his stuff. The question of whether the film will be the vehicle for the actor's best dance
The actor is a good solo dancer, but his moves are just as fine when he has a partner. Breaking it down: Channing Tatum shows off his dance moves for Vanity Fair. Taraji P. Henson appears in a scene from the movie "Bootsy Bellows: Nightclub Solo, The Red Carpet Regular You Won’t Recognize." Full scene of Channing's "Pony" dance in "Magic Mike XXL." Foxcatcher review: Steve Carell.
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The Magic Mike XXL Actresses On the Perks of Making Channing Tatum's "When I first talked to Channing on the phone about (a certain scene), he was like, 'Would you be O.K. with, uh, it's like a lap dance that I have to give you.'"